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LIBRARY AVENUE, NEH DELHI—l2.

.UHHXJ.REPORT for l972

INTRODUCTION

tute of Agricultural Research Statistics

7 institute for research and training in

,statistics in the country. It deals with

“Li;«-ology for improvement of techniques in agri-

animal experimentation and sampling investi—

also carries out research projects to demonstrate

ty of the techniques evolved and to develOp

logy for evaluating the progress and the impact

development programmes. It provides advisory

r'txaining in agricultural statistics to research

, rafessional statisticians.

'Cfihstitute has achieved international recognition

’a_jh quality of its research work and training.

learch workers from the Institute have served as

’

and advisers in fisian, nfrican and Latin

Vitnte are now occupiing high positions in the

'5 and other research institutions of the U.S.A.,

several other countries.

g'Institute made a modest begflring in 1930 as a

section of the Indian Council of Agricultural

Q'Jn pursuance of the recommendations of the Royal

of Agriculture. It was then manned by only one

;4 and a limited staff. The principal function

Aiistician Has to assist the agricultural officers



in the various provinces of the country in planning

experiments, analysing‘the data and interpreting the

results. He was also responsible for scrutiny of the

technical programmes and progress reports of the re-

search schemes of the Quncil.‘

The activities of the statistical section entered

a new phase towards the end of l943 when, at the instance

of the Government of India, research was initiated to devel

objective and reliable methods for collecting yield statis-

tics of principal food crops. This led to the development

of the crop - cutting survey technique which was, in the

course of a few years, extended to almost the entire country;

for estimating agricultural produce. In the course of this‘

work, the statistical section had to undertake research in 5

ing theory and train a large number of statisticians and

field staff. With its increasing activities, the 'statis—

ticallTing', as it now came to be called, was re—organised

into two units dealing with statistical applications to

research in agriculture and in animal husbandry and was now'

headed by the Statistical Adviser to the Council.

In 1945, the Council instituted regular poét -

graduate training courses for professional statisticians ;

wishing to specialize in agricultural statistics and for

research workers in the field of agriculture and animal

husbandry who were desirous of acquiring knowledge of simplh

statistical methods required most often for use in their

work. Although research and teaching was integrated, a sma



-'essors and demonstrators was constituted for orga—

g the various courses of study. The 'Statistical‘

5' soon vauired international recognition as a tra-

and research institution in the field of agri-

jvlal statistics and was made responsible for train—

rforeign students and organising seminars for the

and Aoricultural Organisation of the United Nations.

3p

Valuable contributions were made by the"Statistical

to the problem of improvement of crop acreage and

tion statistiCS. Sampling techniques were developed

7“ uring objective and reliable estimates of marine

’

catch and of livestock numbers. By the end of l952,

-1-. cutting surveys for the estimation of production

principal food crops were extended to almost the

of the country. In January,1953, according to the

of the Government of'lndia, the work of the large

7’5fllple surveys on food crops and a few other surveys

:sferred from the I.C.A.R. to the Directorate of

Sample Surveys in the flinistry of Finance.

1952, the services of two F.A.O. experts,

Yates, Chief Statistician, Rothamstead Experi—

tian and Dr. D.J. Finney of Oxford University,

3 ed to the Government of India to advise and

. As a result of their recommendations, the

of the 'Statistical Wing' were expanded in many
'

In August,l955, it moved to its present campus



Institute. The campus provided adequate space not on%
for office accommodation for the technical and the mife

staff but also for facilities hf a library, class rare

for the training classes, an auditorium and a hostel vi

the usual amenities including a play - ground for the

dents admitted to the various courses of study. Also, in;
View of its important role asla training and research

institution, the 'Statistical Hing' Was designated as thfi_
'Institute of Agricultural Research Statistics' in 1959; 3

A mechanical data processing unit was also now added to

the Institute.

On the completion of construction of a new four —

storey building in the campus of the Institute in l964, th:

mechanical data processing unit was shifted to its ground

floor and was expanded with the installation of an I.B.M.25

1620 Model II electronic computer and other related equipni

ments. The first and the second floors of the new buildin~

provided additional sufitable office space for the expandinr

technical and ministerial staff of the Institute and a

better accommodation for the co-operative canteen of the

Institute that had been established in l959. Also, there!

was now another more spacious auditorium in the third flai

which also served as a suitable venue for the cultural a
f

other activities of the Recreation and welfare Club of t‘g

Institute. All these facilities enabled the Institute to?

discharge its functions more efficiently.

The Institute was declared a full - fledged instit A
under the administrative control of the I.C.A.R. with

effect from Ist April,l970 and was now headed by a



_

'onal structure of the Institute.

cued earlier, the Institute was declared

‘& institute under the IJZ.A.R. with effect

‘

,1970 and was still in the process of re.

:i' fiction was being taken to re—organise the

': technical work of the Institute in five broad

':;indicated belmvz—

i!
.tical Research in ggricultural Sciences,

tical Research in Animal Sciences,

e Survey Investigations,
“

Research and Training, and

a~< ical and Electronic Data Processing.

~rr of class I officers in position as on

1972 was 45. A list of these officers

1 appendix I. The number of posts (including

ion posts) sanctioned as on 3lst December,l972
'

'

rising 69 Class 1, 5; Class II, 382 Class III

- IV posts. A'list of these posts is given as

. research and training side, the Director was

3 Senior Statisticians, 16 Statisticians—cum—
.

fiofessors,'l Agricultural Economist, 17 Junior

,,
1 Assistant Professor, l Mechanical Tabula-

and 2 Field Officers and on the administrative
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